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Corona Update Huhtamaki

Dear customer,
The current situation presents us with huge unprecedented challenges - not
only in business life but also in our personal lives. The virus is affecting every
area of our daily life and we as a company are taking it very seriously. Our
highest priority is to keep our employees safe, maintain our product quality and
ensure that we play our important role in the food delivery chain.
Starting with this newsletter we would like to inform you regularly about how the
Corona crisis is affecting our business and what counter measures we are
taking.
But also in these hard time we as Huhtamaki want to emphasize: " We are here
for you! " If there is anything we can help you with during this crisis, please feel
free to contact us at any time. We are not only a supplier - we are your partner
and you are important to us.
In this issue we will inform you about the new hygiene actions that have been
put in place and how we are all coping with working from home and in the
factory.
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Hygiene arrangements in the
production:
split our production into different
teams to avoid contact across shifts
disinfection of work benches and
control panels at shift changeover
weekly disinfection of the production
buildings
increased cleaning frequency of
lunch rooms, door handles, coffee
machines etc.
temperature checks for all employees
entering our sites
obligatory masks to be worn when
working closely with other people

Thanks to our worldwide presence and connections we were able to secure
enough masks and thermometers to ensure we support the above mentioned
hygiene measures in all our european plants.

Home office / office
Most of our administrative staff and our
customer service teams are working
from home and are doing everything to
fulfill our customers requirements. Our
planning and operational staff continue
to work on site.
This ensures that we continue to meet
all your short-term demands without any
disruption.

Furthermore we have made the following changes:
Plexiglass walls for employees with personal contact
minimum distancing rules
obligatory masks for team activities
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Given how the situation is changing on
a daily basis, we are doing our best to
ensure we are there for you and we will
keep you updated on how we are
getting through this crisis.
Thank you for your lasting trust in us.
Stay healthy!
Your
Huhtamaki Team
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